








Summary

I . Title

Development of Treatment Technology of Radio-Contaminated

Coolant in Fuel Test Loop

I I . Objective and Scope of Study

In 1995, the installation of KMRR located in KAERI provided a

milestone in independence of nuclear technologies in Korea.

The independence of technologies is only possible through the

enormous investment for research and through the active approaches

for various experiments. The performance of various experiments

enhances the risk of environmental pollution and-' the nuclear fuel

irradiation test is one of those experiments. The damage of fuel which

might happen any time in irradiation test, will discharge high level

radioactive materials from the inside of failed fuel and will gradually

contaminate the cooling water in near vicinity. Accoringly, the proper

management of coolant having high temperature and high level

radioactivity should be discussed at this moment. Thus the main

objective of this study is to provide an efficient method to treat the

heavily contaminated cooling water in irradiation test.
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IV. Results and Recommendations

One of treatment for the radio-contaminated coolant is to purify it

gradually through the purification system while circulating the coolant

continuously in the FTL It suggests to develop a process to reduce

pressure and heat in case of shut down, to provide waste storage tank

having moderate volume, and finally to practice the operators through

the demonstration. However, in addition to these general guidances,

the following should be considered.

1) About 60% of total radioactive material evaporate to the

atmosphere and only 40% remain in the coolant this amount is less

than the level that can be concentrated in facility B. Thus this 40%

can be solidified without concentration process in facility B. However

the ventilation filter should be designed to uptake Kr and Xe, whose

amount is equal to 60% of total radioactive material.

2) The buffer system to tolerate the heat of coolant will secure the

safe transport of coolant, and the waste storage tank will play a role of

this buffer system in efficient In closing, this results, development of

treatment technlolgy of radio-contaminated coolant in HANARO Fuel

Test Loop, could be used to treat operated coolant and prepare FTL

operation manuals.
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